simGIC (Pesquita et al., 2007) , well-known in the literature, and also the latest variant of information-content-based measures, AIC (Song et al., 2014) . Our measure is an optimized version of the Gloss Vector approach (Pedersen et al., 2004) .
Measures of semantic similarity already applied in GO context
Most early semantic similarity measures were developed for linguistic studies in natural language processing. Recently, semantic similarity measurement methods have been applied to and further developed and tailored for biological uses. Considering GO and gene product annotations as information resources, the semantic similarity measures investigated in this paper employing these resources are as follows:
Resnik Measure -Resnik (1995) uses the concept of "information content" (IC) to define a semantic similarity measure. The IC for a term located in an ontology is based on the probability or p(t) of occurrence of that term in a corpus.
(1) freq(t) is the frequency of t and all its descendants in the ontology summed together. Generally, IC of a term in an ontology indicates how informative that term is in that ontology. As a rule of thumb, the closer to the root, the less informative that term will be. IC of the term t is given by:
(2)
The more information two terms share, the higher their similarity. The shared information is captured by the set of common ancestors in the graph. The amount of shared information and thus the similarity between the two terms is quantified by the IC of their least common ancestors (LCA). This leads us to the following formula for similarity measurement of two terms in an ontology:
Jiang and Conrath Measure -Since the Resnik measure considers only the IC of ancestors and ignores input terms' level of specificity, Jiang and Conrath (1997) deal with this issue by taking the IC of the input term into account:
Lin Measure -Since Jiang was originally an unnormalized distance measure, Lin (1998) proposed a new similarity measure to resolve that issue:
GraSM Measure -Resnik uses the most informative common ancestor (LCA), but GraSM (Couto et al., 2011) takes into account the average ICs for all disjoint common ancestors instead of choosing only the maximum IC among all the disjoint common ancestors. GraSM assumes that two common ancestors are disjunctive if there are independent paths from both ancestors to the GO term:
Wang Measure -Wang Wang et al. (2007) attempts to improve existing measures by aggregating the semantic contributions of ancestor terms in the GO graph. Formally, a GO term c can be represented as DAG c = (c; T c ; E c ) where T c is the set including term c and all of its ancestor terms in the GO graph, and E c is the set of edges connecting the GO terms in DAG c (edges which connect T c terms). By defining the semantic value (SV) of term c as the ag-gregate contribution of all terms in DAG c to the semantics of term c, Wang proposes terms closer to term c in DAG c contribute more to its semantics. The semantic value (SV) of a GO term c is:
where S c is semantic contribution of term c or its ancestors into c's meaning. The semantic contribution of term t to term c is calculable by:
where ω is the "semantic contribution factor" for edge e ∈ E c linking term t with its child term t'. Finally, the semantic similarity between two GO terms t 1 and t 2 is:
AIC Measure -AIC or Aggregated Information Content (Song et al., 2014) is the latest variation of IC-based semantic similarity measures which considers the aggregate contribution of the ancestors of a GO term to the semantics of that GO term. In their study, they first propose the semantic weight of GO term t as:
and then, by considering A x as the ancestor set of term x to the root (including x itself), the semantic value SV(x) of the GO term x is computed by adding the semantic weights of its ancestors:
Having the above values, the semantic similarity between GO terms t 1 and t 2 based on their aggregate IC is as follows:
simGIC Measure -simGIC or Graph Information Content similarity (Pesquita et al., 2007 ) is a functional similarity of gene products. It directly employs the IC of GO terms associated with two gene products. For two gene products A and B with annotation sets of T A and T B , simGIC is given by:
simUI Measure -Like SimGIC, simUI or Union-Intersection similarity (Gentleman, 2005 ) is a functional similarity of gene products. simUI is given by the number of terms in the intersection of T A with T B divided by the number of terms in their union.
Gloss Vector semantic relatedness measure
Generally, this measure constructs definitions (glosses) of the terms from a predefined thesaurus and estimates the semantic relatedness of two terms using the cosine of the angle between those terms' gloss-vectors. Pedersen et al. (2004) proposed this measure as a combination of terms' definitions from a thesaurus and cooccurrence data from a text corpus. In their approach, every word in the definition of one term from WordNet gets replaced by its context vector from the co-occurrence data from the corpus, and then all of these context vectors summed together build that term's definition-vector (gloss-vector). The Gloss Vector measure is highly valuable as it employs both terms' definitions and empirical knowledge implicit in a text corpus. The Gloss Vector comprises five steps:
(1) Construction of first order co-occurrence matrix by scanning and counting bigrams' frequencies (i.e. words that cooccur) in the corpus (2) Removing insignificant words using low and highfrequency cut-off points (done by elimination of very low/high frequent bigrams), (3) Using a taxonomy (or a linked thesaurus), developing an extended definition for a term by adding definitions of the directly linked terms to a target term in the taxonomy to the definition of that term, (4) Constructing a definition matrix (all definition vectors) by employing the thresholded first-order matrix from step 2 (cut-off first-order matrix) and the extended definitions from step 3, and finally estimation of semantic relatedness for a concept-pair (pair of input terms). 27: // Depending on the biomedical task we will have a GO term pair list, 28: // List can be used as training and testing data for better generalization 29: // Fetch similarity estimation of these pairs from the simDEF matrix 30: // For the chosen cut-off point and using criteria such as 31: // Pearson's correlation or AUC (depending on the task), 32: // record the performance of the estimated similarity results. 33: // Finally, having a curve for performance results and cut-off points, 34: // pinpoint the optimal cut-off point(s) 35: 36:
PSEUDOCODE OF SIMDEF ALGORITHM

BENEFITS OF DEFINITION EXTENSION
Here, we provide an illustrative example in order to demonstrate the valuable benefits that will come through extending definition of one GO term with the definitions of its directly related GO terms.
Consider the provided information below. This information is directly extracted from the GO for the two parent GO terms (broader concepts) "GO:0051917" and "GO:0001910" and their children (more specific concepts). Take into account that for each Problem: Intuitively, we expect to see less similarity between the child concepts (siblings) because there are more specific terms compared to their parent and therefore should share less information. But it is not captured here. Problem: From the natural language perspective we are aware that if one GO term can "modulate" something, it is capable to "stop" or "activate" it. Therefore, we need to capture this similarity information between two GO terms which are characterized by these features in order to distinguish them from the other complete-ly irrelevant GO terms. But the result achieved here cannot find this semantic connection between the terms "modulate", "stop" and "activate". This issue is not taken into account in the previous problem either (i.e. "fibrinolysis" is the only feature that relates those GO terms) C) Discovering relatedness of two GO terms (not necessarily similarity measurement):
sim(GO:0051918, GO:0001912) = 0 Problem: One of the drawbacks of existing semantic similarity measures is that they just account for similarity and not relatedness. We believe one of the advantages of simDEF over those measures is its ability to discover these sorts of relationships and treat them differently. For example here, we expect to see some, even though small, degree of relatedness between two GO terms characterized by "stop" and "activate". Due to the poor definitions of GO terms in this example we could not address this goal. Now, let's extend the GO term definitions by adding their direct children/parents definitions to them. Following this rule, keywords for different GO term will be (again, for simplicity we do not consider frequency of the words in the definitions here):
